ACTIVITY
To facilitate work by LADWP, the intersection of Sepulveda Boulevard & westbound Century Boulevard will be restricted Thursday, September 22 through Friday, October 21, nightly from 9PM to 5AM.

RESTRICTIONS & DETOURS:
Northbound and southbound through traffic on Sepulveda Boulevard is maintained at all times, with some lane restrictions on the southbound side.

All traffic on westbound Century Boulevard must turn right to northbound Sepulveda Boulevard. Traffic will not be able to continue west to cross the intersection to “Little Century” (Park One / LAX-it) or turn left to southbound Sepulveda Boulevard.

From northbound Sepulveda, use Vicksburg Avenue to reach the Skyway Bridge, then 96th Street to reach southbound Sepulveda Boulevard, where access to “Little Century” will be maintained.